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abbreviation
ablare
agitation
amount
Amphion
anomaly

ascendant
augmented reality
belt
blow
brick
caprice

Example sentences
See how to get the look of built-in floating
shelves, with less cost and more flexibility.

Challenge your friends with this exclusive multi-
player online version.

But that's because he'll perform worse with
everyone.

When put to the test, your brain remembers
images with astonishing accuracy.

Want with ad-free? Click here!
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alive with
all over with
all right with
all up (with)
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Matching Quote
"Truly I tell you, today you will be
with me in Paradise."
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with  [with, with]  Show IPA

preposition
accompanied by; accompanying: I will go with you. He fought with
his brother against the enemy.

in some particular relation to (especially implying interaction,
company, association, conjunction, or connection): I dealt with
the problem. She agreed with me.

characterized by or having: a person with initiative.

(of means or instrument) by the use of; using: to line a coat with
silk; to cut with a knife.

(of manner) using or showing: to work with diligence.

Idioms
in with. in (  def 34 ) .
with child, pregnant.
with it, Slang.

with that. that (  def 19 ) .

Origin: 
before 900; Middle English, Old English:  opposite, against (cognate
with Old Norse vith ), apparently short variant of Old English wither
 against; cognate with Old Saxon withar, Old High German widar, Old
Norse vithr, Gothic withra

Can be confused: width, with.

Synonyms 
4. See by .

a. knowledgeable about, sympathetic to, or partaking of the
most up-to-date trends, fashions, art, etc.

b. representing or characterized by the most up-to-date
trends, fashions, art, etc.

1 

Dictionary.com Unabridgedwith-
a combining form of with, having a separative or opposing force:
withstand; withdraw.

Origin: 
Middle English, Old English.  See with

|

CollinsWorld English Dictionary
with  (wɪð, wɪθ) 
— prep
1.using; by means of: he killed her with an axe
2.accompanying; in the company of: the lady you were with
3.possessing; having: a man with a red moustache
4.concerning or regarding: be patient with her
5.in spite of: with all his talents, he was still humble
6.used to indicate a time or distance by which something is away

from something else: with three miles to go, he collapsed
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Prefix with
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witful
with
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7.in a manner characterized by: writing with abandon
8.caused or prompted by: shaking with rage
9.often used with a verb indicating a reciprocal action or relation

between the subject and the preposition's object: agreeing with
me ; chatting with the troops

10.informal not with you  not able to grasp or follow what you are
saying

11.informal with it
a. fashionable; in style
b. comprehending what is happening or being said

12.with that  after that; having said or done that
[Old English; related to Old Norse vith,  Gothic withra,  Latin vitricus
 stepfather, Sanskrit vitarám  wider]

EtymonlineWord Origin & History

with 
O.E. wið "against, opposite, toward," a shortened form related to
wiðer, from P.Gmc. *withro- "against" (cf. O.S. withar "against,"
O.N. viðr "against, with, toward, at," M.Du., Du. weder, Du. weer
"again," Goth. wiþra "against, opposite"), from PIE *wi-tero-, lit.
"more apart," from

American HeritageIdioms & Phrases
with

In addition to the idioms beginning with with, also see alive with; all
over with; all right with; all up (with); along with; at home (with);
at odds (with); at one (with); bear with; born with a silver spoon;
both barrels, with; bound up in (with); break with; burst with; can
do with; can't do anything with; cast one's lot with; caught with
one's pants down; charge with; clear with; come down with; come
out with; come to grips with; come to terms with; come up with;
come with the territory; cook with gas; damn with faint praise; deal
with; die with one's boots on; dispense with; do away with; down
with; fall in with; fence with; fight fire with fire; fit in (with); fix up
with; get along with; get an in with; get away with; get involved
with; get in with; get on (with it); get over (with); get together
(with); get tough with; go along (with); go halves with; go hard
with; gone with the wind; go out (with); go through (with); go to
bed with; go with; go with the flow; green with envy; handle with
gloves; have a brush with; have a way with; have a word with;
have done (with); have no truck with; have pull with; have to do
with; have words with; hold with; in bad with; in good with; in
league with; in (with) regard to; in trouble with; in with; it's all over
with; keep up with; kill with kindness; laugh and the world laughs
with you; lead with one's chin; learn to live with; level with; lie
with; like a chicken with its head cut off; over and done with; over
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with; pal around with; part with; play ball (with); play the devil
with; play with fire; put up with; reckon with; roll with the punches;
rub elbows with; run around (with); run away with; run off with;
run with; saddle someone with; see with half an eye; settle with;
shake hands with; shake with laughter; side with; sign on with; sit
well with; sleep with; spar with; square with; stand up with; stay
with; stick with; stuck with; swim with the tide; take issue with;
taken with; take the bitter with the sweet; take the rough with the
smooth; take up with; tamper with; tarred with the same brush; tax
with; team up with; tinker with; together with; to hell with; top off
(with); to start with; toy with; trouble one's head with; vote with
one's feet; walk off with; what's with; what with; you can't take it
with you.
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